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Abstract

with extended objects with a dimensionality greater
than one and they are not specialized for one dimensional objects resp. intervals. On the other hand
there are specialized data structures like the external segment tree [5] which are rather complicated
to integrate into a DBMS. However, the problem of
efficient management and query processing of one
dimensional intervals is an interesting question, because B-Trees and other common access methods of
commercial RDBMS cannot handle them efficiently.
From now on we call one dimensional intervals simply intervals.
In the following we will give examples of applications which require interval matching and management.

The management and query processing of one dimensional intervals is a special case of extended object handling. One dimensional intervals play an
important role in temporal databases and they can
also be used for fuzzy matching, fuzzy logic and
measuring quality classes, etc. Most existing multidimensional access methods for extended objects
do not address this special problem and most of
them are main memory access methods that do not
support efficient access to secondary storage.
The research in the application of the UB-Tree to
extended objects is part of my doctoral work. The
contribution of this article is a specific solution for
managing and querying one dimensional intervals
Temporal Databases: Standard databases store
with the UB-Tree, a multidimensional extension of
only the current version of the data – a kind
the classical B-Tree. The combination of UB-Tree
of snap shot, but with temporal databases we
and transformation of extended objects to paramhave a history about all changes, versions and
eter space is an effective solution for this specific
the lifetime of objects, which is seldom a point.
problem.
Keywords: one dimensional intervals, extended Fuzzy Logic/Matching: The application area of
object handling, point query, range query, spatial
fuzzy logic resp. matching [9] also can be
data, parameter space
mapped to the one dimensional interval matching. Fuzzy matching is not a point query, but
an interval match where the interval width de1 Introduction
termines the fuzziness of the match.

And also the following applications may be modThe management of extended objects has been diselled
by intervals.
cussed a lot in the research community and several multidimensional access methods (MAM) have Personalization: Personalizing [17] a web-page
been proposed. R-Trees [8] and quad-trees [16] are
requires to track the user behavior and finding
a quasi standard in spatial database applications.
a given profile which fits this user best. The
These data structures have been developed to deal
behavior of the user and typical profiles can
be expressed as a set of intervals over all ac∗ This paper was part of the EDBT PhD WOrkshop 2000
cessed files. For assigning a profile to a user,
in Konstanz, Germany. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this mateone has to match the user intervals with the
rial for advertising or promo-tional purposes or for creating
profile intervals and find the best matching pronew collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or
file, which is the profile that best overlaps the
lists, or to reuse any copyrighted component of this work in
user’s intervals.
other works, must be obtained from the autors.
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Commercial RDBMSs usually offer none or only
limited support for interval processing. The problem of most MAMs is that they are designed as main
memory data structures and therefore do not support efficient retrieval from secondary storage. The
drawback of others is the complexity of integrating
them into existing relational DBMS technology.
We will show how intervals can be supported with
only minor modifications to a RDBMS implementation containing a UB-Tree [2, 3] – with TransBase/Hypercube the first commercial RDBMS with
UB-Tree support is available. The ideas are demonstrated in the context of point containment (find all
intervals containing a specified point) and the intersection problem (find all intervals intersected by a
specified interval).

2

Interval Handling with the
UB-Tree

The UB-Tree, as well as other MAMs, cannot efficiently support interval handling by itself, but in
combination with the transformation of intervals to
parameter space it offers an efficient solution which
is easy to integrate into a commercial RDBMS.

2.1

The Parameter Space

Simple geometric shapes can be considered as points
in higher dimensional space called the parameter
space [15]. The required transformation of an interval in one dimensional space interprets the beginning and end of the interval as coordinates in two
dimensional space. This transformation is called
endpoint transformation and results in a parameter space with two dimensions of equal domain.
Fig. 2(a) shows the intervals A, B, C and D,
a point query PQ and an interval query IQ. The
points in parameter space corresponding to the intervals are depicted in Fig. 2(b)-2(d). Points would
map to the main diagonal, because they are intervals of width 0. Formulating queries is now
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Quality Classes: Products like CPUs, cathode
ray tubes and others are produced on the same
assembly line and have to be sorted according
to some quality criteria (e.g., clock rate of the
CPU). Again the properties may be expressed
by a set of intervals and finding the right class
is interval matching.
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Figure 2: Native Space and Queries in Parameter
Space

quite simple. As domain for the intervals we assume U = [0, max]. A point query (PQ) specified by p ∈ U can be answered by the query box
[(0, max), (p, p)] (Fig. 2(b)). An intersection query
(IQ) specified by [s, e] (where s, e ∈ U ) maps to
the query box [(0, max), (e, s)] (Fig. 2(c)). Similar,
containment queries (CQ) map to the query box
[(0, max), (s, e)] and enclosure queries (EQ) map to
the query box [(s, e), (e, s)] (Fig. 2(d)).
All the necessary transformations are fairly simple and result in iso-oriented query boxes. However, another transformation method the midpoint
transformation [7] has the problem that all typical
queries result in query boxes, which are not isooriented. Therefore, we do not consider this transformation method.
Despite the conceptual elegance, the parameter
space approach has several disadvantages [7, 15],
but they can be neglected in case of intervals, since
then parameter space always has two dimensions.

2.2

Evaluation

Now we use the UB-Tree to index the parameter
space. For example Fig. 3(a) shows two thousand
Gaussian distributed intervals in parameter space
and Fig. 3(b) the resulting UB-Tree partitioning of
the parameter space. As one can see from the space
partitioning, the UB-Tree adapts quite well to the

of input data and insertion sequence, scalability to
database growth and small space requirements for
the index.
Both the UB-Tree and the necessary parameter space transformations are straight forward approaches and they are easy to implement and robust
to be used in large-scale applications. Additionally
they can be integrated with minimum impact to
existing parts of a RDBMS, as long a it supports a
B-Tree. Efficient support for interval management
and querying would only require a new data type
for intervals. Only minor changes to existing code
of a RDBMS are necessary.

3

Summary and Outlook
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Figure 3: Distribution of intervals in parameter
space and UB-Tree partitioning

non-uniform data distributed in parameter space.
Earlier measurements [4, 11, 12, 6] have proven that
its performance is excellent for up to six dimensions.
There is an constant overhead for the PQ, IQ and
EQ, because the query box resulting from the parameter space transformation always starts in the
upper left corner (0, max). However, there are only
a few UB-Tree regions covering a large sparsely populated area. Further they should remain in cache
memory, because most of the queries require them.
To evaluate this approach further we check the
requirements a MAM should meet according to [7].
Our approach inherits the following good properties of the UB-Tree [13]: excellent secondary storage management, logarithmic worst case guarantees
for all major operations, a query response time that
is linear to the size of the result set, independence

We have presented a hybrid method to manage and
query intervals efficiently. It transforms one dimensional intervals to two dimensional parameter space
and indexes that space with a UB-Tree. The required transformations to parameter space are simple and independent of other RDBMS functionality.
In our further research we will investigate the usability and performance of the described approach
with artificial data and, if possible, with real world
data. In order to check the scalability and secondary storage management we will use databases
which do not fit into main memory (e.g., several gigabytes of data). Otherwise all data could
be cached in main memory and the tested access
method has to be rather considered as a main memory access method and not a secondary storage access method. We will also check how other space
filling curves instead of the UB-Tree’s Z–curve result in better performance.
Finally we may investigate how this approach
applies to extended objects in higher dimensional
space.
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